Becker Cutting Machine BZ 2 – 25
◼ Highly flexible
The range of cutting widths and axes enable the creation of a
custom-tailored solution for you. We transform your ideas into
innovation!
The BZ cutting machine allows you to cut from a total of 12
fanfold corrugated card boards in the size and quantity you need.

◼ Fast
Efficient work steps and solutions, such as the remnant shredder,
the lowerable transport unit and the movable cardboard box quickchange unit reduce unnecessary non-productive time and result in a
low cycle time and thus a high piece count.

Special features at a glance:
◼ Ergonomic belt system with cardboard box clamp facilitates
threading into the cardboard box changer
◼ Lowerable transport unit: Cardboard box blockages can be
remedied more quickly
◼ Movable cardboard box changer: advantages in case of
malfunctions, maintenance and repair
◼ Remnant shredder / shredding roller: no manual removal of cuttings
necessary, remnants / offcuts are automatically conveyed under the
machine and shredded there

◼ Depending on the cardboard packaging layout, up to
25% more output than a conventional cutting
machine!

Further advantages of a Becker cutting machine:
◼ Side-by-side capable: max. 6 sections per 2 pallets with fanfold
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

corrugated cardboard
Quick changing of up to 12 fanfold corrugated boards
thanks to quick-change magazine
Flexible: individual customer requirements can be implemented at
any time
Sophisticated cutting head technology from our partner Packsize
Dynamic & modern control technology in cooperation with
Beckhoff Automation
Fanfold bend detection by sensors

Technical data
Max. cutting width
Width
Depth
Height
Weight
Longitudinal machining axes
Material

Features:
◼ Cardboard box quick◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

change system
Feeding and conveying system
Transport unit
Double cross-cutting possible
One longitudinal cutting axis
with any number of cutting
heads (max. 6 per axis)
Edge trim and remnant
shredder / shredding roller

BZ 2–25
2500 mm
3700 mm
2760 mm
2500 mm
3470 kg
2
Corrugated cardboard material thickness: 2–7 mm
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